CHAPTER FOUR

MANDATE VERSUS MOVEMENT: STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS AND THEIR EVOLVING POWER OVER OUR ENERGY SOURCES

The climate is changing and so must our energy sources. But how do we get there? Who decides when and where to build new power stations across the country? And critically, which resources should power those stations — coal, gas, or the sun? When it comes to the climate crisis, public service commissions (PSCs) are the most important state agencies many people have never heard of.

In 2020, U.S. grids were powered by eighty-eight percent nonrenewable energy and twelve percent renewable energy. In large part, these energy profiles are an amalgamation of the scattered decisions by 201 state public service commissioners across the country. Although the federal government has asserted authority over certain energy resources, such as nuclear power plants and hydroelectric dams, decisions about how we power the electric grid are primarily left to the states.

The climate crisis must be solved through thoughtful energy solutions. Unfortunately, although states’ energy decisions affect the climate, the climate does not always affect states’ energy decisions. PSCs are creatures of habit and have developed case law, administrative procedures, and staffing decisions for a century through an economic lens. This narrow focus is due to PSCs’ traditional economic mandate to hold in check the monopolistic market power of utility companies and serve as a proxy for real-world competition. Even when given authority to regulate environmental and climate issues, these agencies have neither a road map nor adequate resources to do so. While a few state PSCs

---


2 PSCs generally have extensive regulatory authority over investor-owned utilities, which distribute power to approximately three-quarters of U.S. homes. See Ari Peskoe, Unjust, Unreasonable, and Unduly Discriminatory: Electric Utility Rates and the Campaign Against Rooftop Solar, 11 TEX. J. OIL GAS & ENERGY L. 211, 213 & n.1 (2016); Public Service Commissioner (State Executive Office), BALLOTPEDIA, https://ballotpedia.org/Public_Service_Commissioner [https://perma.cc/72RH-32WD] (listing the 201 current PSC commissioners).


5 Simply speaking, the energy grid can be broken down into three components: generation, long-range transmission, and local distribution. Courts have considered generation of electricity to be a “purely intrastate” process, such that the decisions of whether to build a power plant and what energy source fuels that power plant fall within the purview of a state PSC. Utah Power & Light Co. v. Pfost, 286 U.S. 165, 181–82 (1932) (upholding a state tax on the generation of energy as lawful and not barred by the dormant commerce clause).
have successfully embraced their role in the climate solution, they stand as the outliers. Most state PSCs remain entrenched in their traditional economic mandate, refusing to consider the impacts of their energy decisions on the climate and, at times, undermining the will of their electorate.

This Chapter studies the conflict between the historical mandate of PSCs and the modern movement of climate policy and politics, explaining how PSCs continue to resist their role in solving climate change, despite explicit environmental mandates and increasing pressure to act on the climate.\(^6\) Section A introduces the problem, explaining what and who state PSCs are and why their traditional economic role conflicts with the present climate call to action. Section B studies recent PSC orders and highlights how many PSCs continue to resist any role as an environmental regulator. Finally, section C proposes solutions to this problem. In the short term, states should override the decisionmaking processes of their PSCs by instituting clean energy standards. Although blunt and imperfect policy tools, these standards are effective and necessary. In the long term, states must target the root of the resistance and modernize a century-old administrative bias by providing explicit climate-related directives, workable objectives, and external support from all three branches of government.

A. Understanding the Problem: The Mismatch Between the Historical Mandate of PSCs and the Modern Movement on Climate Change

1. What and Who Are PSCs? — To understand the role of state PSCs, it is helpful to consider the companies they regulate. Utility companies stand as outliers in a national economy fueled predominantly by free-market competition. These government-sanctioned monopolies provide modern-day requirements such as water, electricity, and telecommunications.\(^7\)

---

\(^6\) In the past decade, public support for government climate action has nearly doubled and become the majority view, see Cary Funk & Brian Kennedy, How Americans See Climate Change and the Environment in 7 Charts, PEW RSCH. CTR. (Apr. 21, 2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/04/21/how-americans-see-climate-change-and-the-environment-in-7-charts [https://perma.cc/KQB6-ZXFZ], as has public support for alternative sources of energy, see Alec Tyson & Brian Kennedy, Two-Thirds of Americans Think Government Should Do More on Climate, PEW RSCH. CTR. (June 23, 2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/science/2020/06/23/two-thirds-of-americans-think-government-should-do-more-on-climate [https://perma.cc/HTL3-33YR] ("79% of Americans say the priority for the country’s energy supply should be developing alternative sources of energy, such as wind and solar . . . . "). Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, this support has not faltered and climate change rivals the economy as a national priority. Id.; As Economic Concerns Recede, Environmental Protection Rises on the Public’s Policy Agenda, PEW RSCH. CTR. (Feb. 13, 2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2020/02/13/as-economic-concerns-recede-environmental-protection-rises-on-the-publics-policy-agenda [https://perma.cc/RO38-AY33].

\(^7\) See Richard A. Posner, Natural Monopoly and Its Regulation, 21 STAN. L. REV. 548, 548 (1969). Utility companies once provided other necessities of the day, such as grain storage and ice. See, e.g.,
Electric utility companies are considered “natural monopolies” because the high upfront cost of energy infrastructure makes competition challenging. Another explanation of why states grant utilities monopoly status is that the alternative is simply too messy and too unjust. If anyone could start their own electric utility company, a few problems would inevitably result. First, competing companies would string up their own sets of wires, leaving a tangled mess of poles and wires on every block. And second, a savvy utility owner would service only densely populated cities rather than expend miles of wires for a single rural customer. In the early days of electric utilities, both scenarios resulted. Thus, starting in the early twentieth century, states allowed a single utility company to own and operate power generation, transmission, and distribution within a region. As a result of this exclusive market power, states recognized the need to provide agency oversight to protect customers from discriminatory and monopolistic prices. Thus, PSCs accepted their new powerful role as energy regulators.

In a short amount of time, every state enabled its own PSC to oversee the energy regulatory process. These agencies act in a quasi-judicial manner, with three to seven commissioners holding hearings, reviewing evidence, and ruling on what costs proposed by the utility companies may be passed on to electric customers. Commissioners have the final say at the agency level, while staff members, administrative law judges, and other specialists typically aid decisionmaking. Currently, there are a total of 201 commissioner seats on state PSCs around the country. Thirty-nine states appoint their PSC commissioners (typically through the governor), while the remaining eleven states elect them.

PSCs have varying rules and names (such as the Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority or the Illinois Commerce Commission),
yet they share many similarities. For one, PSCs use a comparable calculation when setting customers’ rates. They link profits to capital investments, typically allowing between a nine to ten percent return on equity. And, importantly, state PSCs generally share the same mandate: ensure customers’ utility rates are “just and reasonable.” This language is the core charge of PSCs and has guided their decisionmaking for nearly a century. This “just and reasonable” standard reflects why PSCs exist — to hold in check the monopolistic market power of utility companies and serve as a proxy for real-world competition.

In the infancy of utility regulation, courts disagreed about the meaning of the nebulous phrase “just and reasonable.” In 1944, the U.S. Supreme Court provided some guidance when it reviewed the Federal Power Commission’s rate order under a comparable “just and reasonable” standard. According to the Court, this standard required energy regulators to balance investors’ and consumers’ interests, ensuring the return on investment was “sufficient to assure confidence in the financial integrity of the enterprise, so as to maintain its credit and to attract capital.” Almost immediately, state courts adopted similar instructions for their state utility regulators. Since then, this economic balancing act between shareholders and ratepayers has justified construction of nuclear power plants, adoption of electric vehicle infrastructure, and everything in between.


17 Peskoe, supra note 2, at 228; see, e.g., ARK. CODE ANN. § 23-2-304(a)(1) (West 2019) (granting power to the Arkansas PSC to “[f]ind and fix just, reasonable, and sufficient rates”); OR. REV. STAT. ANN. § 756.040(1) (West 2021) (“The commission shall make use of the jurisdiction and powers of the office to protect such customers, and the public generally, from unjust and unreasonable exactions and practices and to obtain for them adequate service at fair and reasonable rates.”).

18 See Peskoe, supra note 2, at 224–25.

19 Id. at 228 (“The economic purpose of monopoly regulation generally, and ratemaking in particular, is to serve as a substitute for competition.”).


21 Id. at 603.


23 E.g., Bos. Edison Co., 40 P.U.R.4th 431 (Mass. Dep’t Pub. Utils. Apr. 30, 1982) (“The regulatory control over prices is not, of course, a matter of grace or political whim. Public utility law, as well as the tenets of our constitutional system, requires that ‘just and reasonable’ prices be set by public regulators.”).

PSC decisions dictate the country’s energy profile. State PSCs regulate infrastructure construction either directly or indirectly. For direct regulation, power utilities generally must obtain a certificate of public convenience and necessity from the PSC before constructing an electric generation station.25 PSCs may indirectly regulate the construction of power plants through approval of infrastructure spending costs incorporated into customers’ electricity rates. In addition, PSCs oversee and approve utility companies’ integrated resource plans — documents that lay out how, when, and what the utility company will build to ensure enough electric generation for its customers.26 These plans provide the road map for the country’s electric future, and thoughtful oversight by a state PSC can ensure affordable, reliable, and clean energy.27

Today, utility companies can have significant revenue28 and political clout,29 influencing both sides of the climate change debate. On one side, many utilities have partnered with electric vehicle companies to drive national adoption of electric vehicles and related infrastructure.30 In contrast, other utilities have used their capital to undermine rooftop

---

25 See, e.g., TEX. UTIL. CODE ANN. § 37.051(a) (West 2019) (“An electric utility may not directly or indirectly provide service to the public under a franchise or permit unless the utility first obtains from the commission a certificate that states that the public convenience and necessity requires or will require the installation, operation, or extension of the service.”).
30 For example, NRG Energy, NextEra Energy, Southern Company, and Duke Energy are all members of the Zero Emission Transportation Association, an organization committed to 100% electric vehicle sales by 2030. See Membership, ZERO EMISSION TRANSP. ASS’N, https://www.zeta2030.org/members [https://perma.cc/VR86-6VNY].
solar initiatives, combat clean energy mandates, and build more fossil fuel–powered generation stations. While utility companies have been building and profiting off fossil fuels without internalizing the downstream consequences and costs for decades, their regulators — state agency leaders — have approved their actions at every step of the way. Thus, this Chapter is not about the utility companies; it is about the agencies that regulate them. It is about the relatively few people who sit on these commissions and make decisions affecting the global future, and it is about how these regulators resist environmental responsibility, exercising a chokehold on meaningful climate progress.

2. The Mismatch Between Mandate and Movement. — PSC decisions meaningfully affect our environment, but the environment does not meaningfully affect PSC decisions. For the entirety of their existence, PSCs have generally made energy-related decisions regardless of environmental impact, let alone climate impact. This disregard has significantly contributed to the modern-day climate crisis. Since 1970, the burning of fossil fuels has combined with industrial processes to contribute over three-fourths of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions increases. In 2019, the burning of fossil fuels accounted for ninety-two percent of all U.S. anthropogenic CO2 emissions. And even today,

---

33 E.g., Michael Isaac Stein, Entergy Acknowledges Astroturfing Campaign for Power Plant, But Says It Didn’t Know About It, THE LENS (May 10, 2018), https://thelensnola.org/2018/05/10/entergy-says-a-public-relations-firm-hired-people-to-speak-on-behalf-of-its-new-power-plant (stating that Entergy admitted it hired a public relations firm to promote grassroots support for a gas-fired power plant but denied approving the use of paid actors to show up at PSC meetings in support of the plant).
34 See infra ch. IV, section B, pp. 1624–32.
36 Energy and the Environment Explained, U.S. ENERGY INFO. ADMIN. (May 21, 2021), https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/energy-and-the-environment/where-greenhouse-gases-come-from.php (stating that Entergy admitted it hired a public relations firm to promote grassroots support for a gas-fired power plant but denied approving the use of paid actors to show up at PSC meetings in support of the plant).
state PSCs continue to approve hundreds of millions of ratepayers’ dollars to prolong the life of coal-powered generation, adding millions of tons of CO₂ to the atmosphere. The resistance of PSCs to considering environmental impacts is predictable. PSCs are century-old creatures of economics, prioritizing low rates and reliable service. Since their inception in the early twentieth century, these commissions have been staffed with economic and engineering experts, and they have case law, procedures, and internal planning processes fine-tuned to assess the financial benefit and reliability of their energy-planning decisions. The professional backgrounds of PSC commissioners are generally not prescribed, sometimes leading to various experiences in unrelated technologies and livelihoods. Admittedly, solving climate change is a task any agency would struggle with, but PSCs are particularly poorly positioned for the job.


39 The three coal-fired power plants supported by the West Virginia PSC in the October 2021 Order, id., emitted, approximately, a combined 20.7 million tons of CO₂ in 2020 alone. See Air Markets Program Data, U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY (Mar. 2021). https://ampd.epa.gov/ampd [https://perma.cc/3QPK-ETHT] (access the “Query” tab, then select “All Programs” and “Emissions”; next select “Annual” and “Facility Name,” and search and add: “John E Amos (3935)”, “Mitchell (WV),” and “Mountaineer (1301)”; next select “No Aggregation (Unit Level)”; next select “CO₂ (short tons)”; then download the dataset and sum the CO₂ emissions for 2020). It would take over 300 million trees planted and grown for ten years to sequester one year of CO₂ emissions from these plants. See Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator, U.S. ENV’T PROT. AGENCY, https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator [https://perma.cc/UD8X-RL64] (calculating 20.7 million CO₂ tons’ equivalency).

40 At the start of the twentieth century, some states required PSC commissioners to be lawyers or civil engineers or to possess some knowledge relevant to utility management. See William Dunton Kerr, Qualifications Needed for Public Utility Commissioners, 53 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 19, 20–21 (1914). The most common requirements were simply related to age, political affiliation, and state residency. Id. at 19–20.

41 See Scott, supra note 34, at 395, 400, 410.


45 See Scott, supra note 34, at 395, 400, 410.
The unwillingness of PSCs to abandon their traditional mandate has forced environmental advocates to make predominantly economic arguments. For example, in PSC dockets today one can find the Arkansas chapter of the Audubon Society — a “national conservation organization dedicated to protecting birds” — offering market principles in support of large, distributed solar projects and motivating their bird-watching members to lobby their local PSC.45 Luckily for environmentalists, the economic arguments for renewable energy are increasingly easy to make.46 In the past decade, public demand, environmental advocacy, federal and state legislative policy, and private investments have driven renewable energy development up and costs down, allowing renewable energy prices to be competitive with those of traditional fuel sources.47 But the incongruity of a bird-watching group making economic arguments before a public utility regulator signals that the administrative process is out of whack.

In response to this mismatch between mandate and movement, some scholars have proposed policy changes to bring PSCs on board the climate fight, or in other words, “teach an old dog new tricks.”48 In 2014, Professor Inara Scott considered a variation on this mismatch problem, assessing how and why PSCs dodged opportunities to modernize the energy grid.49 She too concluded that the shortsighted economic foundation of the current regulatory structure inhibited development of these grid modernization projects because their approval required considerations outside of short-term cost recovery.50 In addition, Professor Michael Dworkin argues that the authority of PSCs to consider environmental impacts already exists.51 In 2001 and 2006, Dworkin and his team reviewed every state’s PSC laws to combat the “misconception” that PSCs


46 The Sierra Club’s Beyond Coal Campaign, to which many attribute the rapid decline in coal generation in the United States, was driven by lawyers making economic arguments before state PSCs. See Michael Grunwald, Inside the War on Coal, POLITICO (May 26, 2015, 11:35 PM), https://www.politico.com/agenda/story/2015/05/inside-war-on-coal-000002 [https://perma.cc/PZ9D-JKN7] (“Economics was the most powerful weapon in the Sierra Club’s arsenal.”).


48 E.g., Scott, supra note 34.

49 See id. at 376, 400.

50 Id. at 400.

are “solely economic regulators.”52 His research team identified existing laws in nearly every state permitting or requiring environmental considerations to some extent.53

Today, more than ever, advocates and state leaders are pressuring these agencies to act on the climate crisis. And today, more than ever, state PSCs are holding firm to their traditional economic mandate, exacerbating the divide between mandate and movement.

B. The Continued Resistance of PSCs to Climate Considerations

PSC resistance to addressing climate change is less about a lack of power, but rather a lack of willpower. Disinclined PSCs with vague environmental mandates — such as in Maryland and Wisconsin — will often narrowly interpret their governing statutes to avoid consideration of climate impacts. Even PSCs with clear mandates to consider the climate — such as in Hawaii and Iowa — can bristle at their new environmental role, finding ways to evade meaningful review. In contrast, PSCs eager to address the climate have interpreted their existing authority broadly, such as in Michigan. There is a growing trend of states updating their PSCs’ governing laws to explicitly require consideration of climate change and GHGs. Although a step in the right direction, recent PSC responses suggest these mandates will fall short absent a fundamental shift in PSCs’ institutional cultures and approaches to climate change.

1. Denying Responsibility to Consider Climate Change. —

(a) Maryland PSC. — Maryland has been at the forefront of action on climate change. In 2007, Maryland was an early participant in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI, pronounced “Reggie”), the nation’s first cooperative, multistate cap-and-trade effort to reduce GHG emissions.54 That same year, the state established the Maryland Commission on Climate Change, which brought in experts and stakeholders to develop annual climate change action plans.55 In 2013, the Maryland legislature became one of the first to approve offshore wind energy and revised its renewable energy portfolio standard to source twenty-five percent of its electricity from renewable sources by 2020.56 And in 2018, Baltimore became the first east-coast city to file a lawsuit against fossil fuel companies based on state common law claims, leading

52 Dworkin 2006, supra note 51, at 1.
53 See id. at 1, 7; id. at 8–69 (appendix containing statutory provisions from Dworkin’s fifty-state survey).

Against this backdrop, in 2018, the Charles P. Crane Generating Station applied to the Maryland PSC for approval to shut down its coal-powered generation station and replace it with three combustion turbines fired primarily with gas.\footnote{58 Order Denying Intervenor’s Appeal at 1 n.1, Charles P. Crane Generating Station, No. 9482 (Md. Pub. Serv. Comm’n July 24, 2019) [hereinafter Maryland PSC Order Denying Appeal].} A public utility law judge issued a proposed approval of the project, and three environmental groups appealed the decision: Blue Water Baltimore, the Gunpowder Riverkeeper, and the Essex-Middle River Civic Council.\footnote{59 Memorandum of Intervenor’s Appeal at 1 n.6, Charles P. Crane Generating Station, No. 9482 (Md. Pub. Serv. Comm’n May 29, 2019) (quoting MD. CODE ANN., PUB. UTIL. § 7-207(e) (West 2019)).} The environmental appellants challenged the administrative law judge’s failure to consider climate change impacts as violating the statutory requirement to give “due consideration” to water and air pollution.\footnote{60 Id. at 4, 5, 7.} The appellants warned that rising sea levels would affect the construction and longevity of the gas plant’s infrastructure and stressed that climate change is “the most pressing issue facing this state” and “must be front and center in all permitting decisions.”\footnote{61 Ovetta Wiggins, Half of Maryland’s Electricity to Come from Renewable Sources by 2030, WASH. POST (May 22, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/half-of-marylands-electricity-to-come-from-renewable-sources-by-2030/2019/05/22/2072ef10-7cba-11e9-8ede-f4abf521ef17 [https://perma.cc/5KD9-3ZB3].}

Upon consideration of the appeal, the Maryland PSC Staff denied any obligation to consider climate change. They asserted that no part of the governing statute “explicitly requires that a discussion of climate change be included as part of the approval’ . . . and [that] the Commission has never required any consideration of climate change . . . .”\footnote{62 Maryland PSC Order Denying Appeal, supra note 58, at 6–7 (quoting Reply Memorandum at 6, Charles P. Crane Generating Station, No. 9482 (Md. Pub. Serv. Comm’n June 5, 2019)).} The Maryland PSC agreed with this position. It concluded that “[t]he statute does not specifically or generally require considerations regarding climate change” because the governing statute only required the PSC to consider “when applicable, air and water pollution.”\footnote{63 Id. at 13–14; MD. CODE ANN., PUB. UTIL. § 7-207(e) (West 2019) (emphasis added).} This decision to approve a fossil fuel–burning power plant was not appealed and came two months after Maryland had become the tenth state in the country to commit to a fifty percent or greater renewable energy standard by 2030.\footnote{64 Id. at 1–2.}
obligation conflicted with the position of many scholars and took members of the Maryland legislature by surprise.

(b) Other Examples. — The Maryland PSC is not alone in confining its existing mandate to exclude consideration of climate change. Farther west, Wisconsin has made it a stated “goal of the state that, to the extent that it is cost-effective and technically feasible, all new installed capacity for electric generation in the state be based on renewable energy resources,” and directs its agencies to consider the impact of their actions on the environment. In 2020, Wisconsin’s task force on climate change released a report calling for the PSC to track its progress to ensure a 100% net-zero carbon emission power sector by 2050.

Around the same time, the Wisconsin PSC received an application to construct a gas-fired combined-cycle electric generation facility. Although the statute prohibits the Wisconsin PSC from considering the “impact of air pollution” if the proposed facility would meet the state’s air quality standards, the administrative law judge permitted evidence related to climate change in the hearing. On interlocutory appeal, the Wisconsin PSC overturned the administrative law judge’s decision, arguing that Wisconsin’s public utilities law drew “broad jurisdictional boundaries between the responsibilities of the Commission and [those of the Department of Natural Resources], and placed[ed] air pollution within the jurisdiction of the [Department] and outside the jurisdiction of the

65 In 2006, Dworkin argued that the law governing the Maryland PSC authorized environmental consideration, highlighting that the “Commission shall, in its role supervising and regulating public service companies, consider ... the conservation of natural resources, and the preservation of environmental quality.” Dworkin 2006, supra note 51, at 2 (quoting MD. CODE ANN., PUB. UTIL. § 2-113 (West 2000)).

66 See Video: Delegate Lorig Charkoudian Presenting Her Bill, HB 0298, Before the Economic Matters Committee, MD. GEN. ASSEMBLY, at 40:45–57:48 (Jan. 21, 2021), https://mgaleg.maryland.gov/mgawebsite/Committees/Media/false?cmte=ecm&ys=2021RS&clip=ECM_1_21_2021_meeting_1&url=https%3A%2F%2Fmgahouse.maryland.gov%2Fmga%2Fplay%2F9347175f-79c3-4b2e-8557-dofba564f09e%2F3Catalog%2F03e481c7-8a42-4438-87da-93f7f4daa4%2F [https://perma.cc/YYG-R74G] (“[U]p until recently I would have thought that the preservation of environmental quality would have included climate, especially given the — the significance of the climate crisis we’re facing. But what we learned recently ... in Order 89211, what we learned is that neither the [PSC] staff nor the Commission itself believes that the consideration of environmental quality includes climate change.” Id. at 53:23–54:03.)

67 WIS. STAT. ANN. § 196.491(3)(b) (West 2021).

68 Id. § 1.11 (Wisconsin’s equivalent of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)). The federal National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321–4347, requires the federal government to consider the environmental impact of its decisions.

69 STATE OF WIS., GOVERNOR’S TASK FORCE ON CLIMATE CHANGE REPORT 40 (2020).

70 WIS. STAT. ANN. § 196.491(3)(d)(3)–(4) (West 2021).

When the Commission’s final order came out approving a new gas-powered plant in 2020, there was not a single mention of the plant’s potential impact on the climate.\(^7\)

Even farther west, in a state generally less keen on climate issues, citizens of Montana have been pressuring their leaders to plan for climate change.\(^7\) In the spring of 2020, pressure trickled up into the state’s PSC, where then–Commissioner Roger Koopman motioned the Commission to open a docket to investigate the impacts of climate change on Montana’s electricity grid.\(^7\) Commissioner Koopman, while advocating for the PSC to host a climate change forum, admitted that the members of the Commission “tend to be . . . skeptics” on climate change, and recognized the fear of some Commissioners that the forum would simply be “packed with a bunch of ‘greenies.’”\(^7\) In opposition to the climate change docket, Vice Chairman Bob Lake stressed his belief that the Commission lacked legal authority to consider climate change, given it is “basically an economic agency.”\(^7\) The motion failed 3–2. In all fairness, Montana’s legislature has yet to pass an explicit directive to its PSC to consider the environment, as the state’s PSC is exempt from the state’s requirements to account for environmental effects.\(^7\) But once again, the agency’s traditional mandate overpowered any opportunity and willingness to consider the climate.

2. Avoiding Their Role in Climate Change. — In response to this denial of authority, there is a growing trend of states enacting legislation explicitly requiring PSCs to consider the impacts of their decisions on climate change. For example, in response to the 2019 Maryland PSC

\(^{7}\) Order at 9, 14, South Shore Energy, LLC, No. 9698-CE-100 (Wis. Pub. Serv. Comm’n July 31, 2019).


\(^{74}\) Although two-thirds of Montanans report a belief in global warming (five percentage points less than the national average), seventy-six percent report support for funding research into renewable energy sources (one percentage point less than the national average). See Jennifer Marlon et al., Yale Climate Opinion Maps 2021, YALE PROGRAM ON CLIMATE CHANGE COMM’N (Feb. 23, 2022), https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/visualizations-data/ycom-us [https://perma.cc/34U2-CAX8]; see also Letter from Mont. Climate Sols. Council to Greg Gianforte, Mont. Governor (Aug. 11, 2021), https://ewscripps.brightspotcdn.com/d/file/6f964fj09d3a8bafa53c36a/climate-council-letter-gov-gianforte-aug112021.pdf [https://perma.cc/RA7Q-Z2YY].


\(^{76}\) Id. at 1:06:00-1:06:33.

\(^{77}\) Id. at 1:10:30 (“The real problem with the Public Service Commission sponsoring a forum like this is that we are a regulating agency with that regulation and we are basically an economic agency . . . .”)

\(^{78}\) The state’s NEPA statute excludes the PSC. MONT. CODE ANN. § 75-1-201(3) (West 2021).
Order discussed above, the Maryland legislature passed legislation un-
ambiguously instructing its PSC to consider GHGs “based on the best
available scientific information recognized by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change.”79 This is only the most recent example of
such legislation. In the summer of 2021, Colorado80 and Maine81 also
passed legislation mandating climate change considerations in PSC de-
cisions. Their laws came after Massachusetts enacted similar legislation
updating PSC authority the previous March.82 The State of Washington83
and Washington, D.C.84 signed similar bills in 2019. Hawaii has had an
explicit GHG mandate for its PSC since 2011.85 Oregon almost joined
this list — after the state legislature theatrically failed to pass two cli-
mate bills due to Republican senator walkouts,86 the Oregon Governor
issued an executive order directing the PSC to “exercise its broad statu-
tory authority to reduce GHG emissions.”87

A clear legislative directive to a state’s PSC might appear like an
obvious solution, especially when PSCs cite a lack of authority as the
reason why they cannot (or will not) consider climate change impacts.
Unfortunately, such a directive on its own is likely insufficient to coun-
teract century-old administrative cultures and biases. A review of recent
climate-related PSC orders illustrates how utility regulators can neglect
even a clear mandate to consider the climate by conducting a superficial
review of climate impacts.

(a) Hawaii Public Utilities Commission (PUC). — As an island
state, Hawaii88 has perhaps the greatest reason to worry about sea level
rise from the burning of fossil fuels. As early as 1977, the Hawaii State

79 MD. CODE ANN., PUB. UTIL. § 7-207(e)(4)(iii) (West 2021).
81 2021 Me. Laws ch. 279.
82 2021 Mass. Acts 7–18; see also id. 13 (“In discharging its responsibilities . . . the [PSC] shall . . . prioritize safety, security, reliability of service, affordability, equity and reductions in greenhouse gas emissions to meet statewide greenhouse gas emission limits . . .”).
84 22 D.C. Reg. ch. 583 (Jan. 18, 2019).
85 2011 Haw. Sess. Laws 287; HAW. REV. STAT. § 269-6(b) (2021) (“The public utilities commission shall consider the need to reduce the State’s reliance on fossil fuels through energy efficiency and increased renewable energy generation in exercising its authority . . . [T]he commission shall explicitly consider, quantitatively or qualitatively, the effect of the State’s reliance on fossil fuels on . . . [g]reenhouse gas emissions.”).
88 Although the correct spelling of the state in the Hawaiian language requires the use of an
okina (‘), an act of Congress is required to update the name of the state from “Hawaii” to “Hawai‘i.” See BOBBY CAMARA, U.S. DEP’T OF INTERIOR, APPENDIX F: GEOGRAPHIC NAMES (2004), https://irma.nps.gov/DataStore/DownloadFile/575333 [https://perma.cc/9TPU-Z3VL]. This Chapter uses the Hawaiian spelling when used by the respective state entity (e.g., Supreme Court of the State of Hawaii’i).
Legislature passed laws demonstrating a “manifest” intent to prioritize “renewable energy sources to reduce pollution in addition to securing the potential economic benefits and enhanced reliability of the State’s energy supply.” In 2007, the legislature updated its PUC’s mandate to permit consideration of an increased need for renewable energy in conjunction with its traditional economic mandate. And then in 2011, the legislature amended its laws to make air pollution considerations mandatory, requiring its PUC to consider “the effect of the State’s reliance on fossil fuels on . . . greenhouse gas emissions.”

Despite clear direction and a longstanding legislative intent to move away from fossil fuels, the Hawaii PUC continues to resist meaningful environmental consideration. In 2015, Maui Electric, an electric utility company, applied for approval from the PUC to purchase coal- and petroleum-powered energy. When an environmental group attempted to initiate a hearing on the environmental impacts of the energy purchase, the PUC denied their motion. And when the PUC ultimately approved Maui Electric’s application, it asserted that the purchase was “anticipated to help accomplish the State’s policy goals of reaching 100% renewable energy by 2045.”

In 2017, the Supreme Court of the State of Hawai’i vacated the PUC’s decision to deny a hearing on the environmental impacts of Maui Electric’s application as a violation of the state’s constitutional due process, faulting the PUC’s hesitation to engage meaningfully in environmental consideration.

The court’s opinion had seemingly little impact. Two years later, the PUC was back before the Supreme Court of the State of Hawai’i for failing to consider the reduction of GHG emissions in approving a power purchase agreement. Rather than make its own express findings, the PUC had simply restated the utility company’s assertion that the facility would contribute to the state’s renewable energy goals. Faulting the PUC for ignoring comments about increased GHG emissions, the court remanded the decision back to the agency with instruction to “give explicit consideration to the reduction of GHG emissions in determining whether to approve the Amended [Power Purchase Agreement].” Environmental advocates are left hoping that a second direct instruction from the state’s
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92 See id. at 5.
93 Id. at 6–7.
94 Id. at 8 (quoting Decision and Order at 32, Maui Elec. Co., No. 2015-0004 (Haw. P.U.C. Sept. 24, 2015)).
95 See id. at 23.
97 See id. at 696.
98 See id.
99 See id. at 697.
highest court to consider the climate will finally alter the calculus of Hawaii’s PUC.

(b) Iowa Utilities Board. — The Iowa Utilities Board’s (the Board) recent approval of the Dakota Access Pipeline demonstrates that an unwilling PSC can parse climate change impacts into nonexistence. The Dakota Access Pipeline carries oil from North Dakota to Illinois. It has received pushback all along its route, and some of those fights have played out before state PSCs. In January 2015, Dakota Access, LLC petitioned the Iowa Utilities Board for a permit to construct 346 miles of the pipeline through Iowa. Environmental groups intervened and argued that granting the pipeline’s permit would promote the exploitation of oil, increase GHG emissions, and delay transition to a carbon-neutral energy sector. In response, Dakota Access argued the Board lacked authority to consider climate change.

The Board did not outright reject authority to consider climate change impacts. Rather, it so severely narrowed its scope of review that it concluded its decision — to permit the Dakota Access Pipeline — had no significant impact on climate change. The Board acknowledged that “[c]limate change in general is a very important issue,” but found “there is no evidence in this case that denial of the permit would affect climate change to any significant degree.” In just two paragraphs, the Board justified its decision by reasoning that denial of this pipeline permit would not reduce the demand for petroleum; oil delivery would “continue to take place regardless of whether this pipeline is built.” And so,
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through circular logic, the Board declared that permitting the Dakota Access pipeline would have no impact on climate change.108 The Board’s justification was familiar to the docket’s participants. Less than one month prior to the Board’s final permitting decision, intervenors petitioned Board Member Nick Wagner to recuse himself from the proceeding, asserting “he was resistant to the recognition of Climate Change because of his fear that it would damage his ability to be successful in running for political office.”109 Pursuant to Iowa law, Board Member Wagner himself ruled on and denied the motion to recuse. He explained:

[R]egardless of whether I believe climate change is caused by using fossil fuels, I believe climate change is not entitled to great weight in our deliberations in this proceeding. Fossil fuels are consumed because there is demand in the marketplace and granting or denying a permit in this proceeding will not materially affect the demand for oil products. The evidence in the record shows continued production and consumption of oil despite the possible existence of this and other pipelines, showing that the market and use of fossil fuels is driven by demand. I would also like to clarify that I would never put my personal interests ahead of the public interest.110

The permitting of the Dakota Access pipeline in Iowa serves as a cautionary tale that an unwilling PSC can still avoid meaningful climate review even under the guise of considering the climate.

3. The Counterexample. — Not all state commissioners have agreed with Iowa Board Member Wagner’s resolution that permitting a pipeline would have no significant effect on the climate. A recent decision by the Michigan PSC — a regulatory agency without an explicit mandate to consider climate change — stands in stark contrast.

In April of 2020, Enbridge Energy applied to the Michigan PSC for approval to replace a four-mile segment of “Line 5,” a 645-mile interstate oil and gas pipeline that has run through Michigan from Wisconsin to Ontario, Canada, since 1953.111 Enbridge filed a motion in limine to exclude evidence demonstrating Line 5’s adverse impact on climate change, arguing it was beyond the scope of the proceeding.112 The administrative law judge agreed with Enbridge and concluded the Michigan PSC lacked jurisdiction to consider the GHG emissions.113 On appeal to the Commission, the Michigan PSC Staff also supported
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108 Id. at 23–24; see also id. at 22 (“The opposition parties acknowledge that denying a permit in this docket will not, by itself, reduce demand for petroleum products or stop climate change.”).
112 Id. at 8, 33.
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Enbridge and the administrative law judge, urging the Commission to reject authority.\textsuperscript{114} The Commission disagreed. In contrast to the arguments made by Enbridge, the administrative law judge, and the Commission’s own staff, the Commission reasoned that it could not “separate the construction of the Replacement Project from the reason for doing so.”\textsuperscript{115} Under the state’s equivalent to the National Environmental Policy Act, the Commission concluded that it had a mandate to assess “the alleged pollution, impairment, or destruction of the air, water, or other natural resources.”\textsuperscript{116} When faced with the question of whether such environmental review included downstream emissions, the Michigan PSC stated: “While some would narrowly constrain the review of pollution to the construction of the tunnel and pipeline, such an interpretation is untenable.”\textsuperscript{117} And so, unlike its counterparts in other states, the Michigan PSC refused to apply a myopic scope to its authority, considering downstream GHG emissions and their resulting climate impacts. Ultimately, the juxtaposition of the reasoning of Michigan’s PSC and Iowa’s Utility Board indicates a PSC’s consideration of climate change can be a matter of will more than authority.

C. In Search of Solutions

Although this Chapter attempts to summarize national trends in electric utility law, the story of each state’s PSC is admittedly unique. The agenda of a state PSC may not always match a state’s political goals. As already shown, a state looking to address climate change can be undermined by an inflexible PSC.\textsuperscript{118} In contrast, a state with a fossil-fuel driven economy keen to slow renewable energy development can likewise be thwarted by a PSC loyal to its traditional economic mandate.\textsuperscript{119} To be sure, some state PSCs have risen to meet the climate
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\item \textsuperscript{114} Id. at 34.
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\item \textsuperscript{116} Id. at 65 (quoting MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN. § 324.1705(2) (West 2021)).
\item \textsuperscript{117} Id. at 64.
\item \textsuperscript{118} For discussions on Maryland’s and Hawaii’s PSCs, see \textit{supra} ch. IV, section B.1.a, pp. 1624–26; ch. IV, section B.2.a, pp. 1628–30.
\item \textsuperscript{119} When faced with the high costs of coal, the Wyoming PSC chief counsel defended coal plant closures before a concerned state legislature, explaining: “The commission evaluates proposals for whatever [utilities] are going to do under the framework of our overall mission, which is to make sure that there’s safe, adequate and reliable service at just and reasonable rates.” Andrew Graham, \textit{The Wyoming PSC’s Uncomfortable Moment in the Spotlight}, WYOFILE (Nov. 19, 2019), https://wyofile.com/the-wyoming-pscs-uncomfortable-moment-in-the-spotlight [https://perma.cc/Z8PX-SACJ] (alteration in original). Not to be outmatched, the Wyoming legislature thereafter passed HB 200, mandating utilities to produce a certain percentage of their electricity with carbon-capture technology, refusing to allow utilities to recover costs of retired coal plants until they meet that specified percentage, and ensuring cost recovery from ratepayers for carbon-capture technology for utilities. \textit{See} WYO. STAT. ANN. §§ 37-18-101 to 102 (West 2021). For a thoughtful piece on the
\end{itemize}
challenge, especially when doing so aligns with the political will of their state’s electorate and government, and vice versa. Understanding the challenge with state PSCs and climate change requires an awareness of the political backdrop of climate change in the United States. This Chapter, of course, does not attempt to resolve the politicization of the environment and climate change. Rather, it addresses those states looking to make impactful progress on climate change yet thwarted by their own institutional bureaucracy.

Some scholars have proposed policy solutions aimed at incorporating climate considerations into PSCs’ traditional planning processes. Scott suggests states could mandate long-term resource planning that includes environmental risk management and analyses — or “teach an old dog new tricks,” so to speak. And, as discussed, many states are instructing their PSCs to explicitly consider climate change.

As the adage cautions, the difficulty is often with the dog, not the tricks. Solutions that aim to incorporate climate consideration into the existing PSC processes overlook the fundamental issue — the ingrained resistance of an agency with a century-old economic bias. Directing the
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120 As an example, in 2021, the Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority issued an order and called the present day an “all hands on deck moment,” refusing to shift climate change–induced storm-related costs onto its ratepayers. Decision, Investigation into Elec. Distr. Cos.’ Preparation for & Response to Tropical Storm Isaias at 1, No. 20-08-03 (Conn. Pub. Utils. Regul. Auth. Apr. 28, 2021).


122 Lest we forget, a little over a decade ago, “lifelong Republican” Newt Gingrich and “lifelong Democrat” Nancy Pelosi sat on a couch together and informed the American public that they “do agree our country must take action to address climate change.” WeCanSolveIt.org Ad — Gingrich & Pelosi, POLITICO (May 13, 2011, 2:03 PM), https://www.politico.com/video/2011/05/we cansolveitorg-ad-gingrich-pelosi-c18436 [https://perma.cc/6DVG-YX8T].
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agency to consider climate impacts faces many of the same struggles observed at the federal level.\textsuperscript{124} As examples such as the Hawaii PUC and Iowa Utilities Board suggest, forcing a state PSC to consider the climate does not always result in a thoughtful analysis of the impacts — nor a change in outcomes.

To meaningfully evolve a state’s energy decisionmaking process to account for climate change in the long term, states must reshape a longstanding institutional culture. But of course, climate action is needed now. And so, in the short term, state leaders should counteract existing institutional bias by instituting clean energy mandates.

1. The Long-Term Solution: Unlearning a Century of Institutional Bias. — State PSCs are conservative creatures of economics by design. States created these agencies in the early twentieth century with the simple mandate to keep rates just and reasonable, long before concerns about climate change or GHGs entered the public vernacular. These “childhood” years of the agencies fundamentally impact their long-term culture and mission.\textsuperscript{125} For over a century, state PSCs have developed case law, perfected internal quasi-judicial procedures, reviewed technical financial reports and projections, and hired experts, all with an eye on keeping customers’ lights on and electricity rates down — precisely as they were instructed. The agencies’ conservative mandate has in turn attracted professionals supportive of the traditional mission, reinforcing the conservative economic bias.\textsuperscript{126}

To expect such agencies to solve the climate crisis suddenly, or even consider technical climate impacts when making decisions, is admittedly unfair. Indeed, PSCs across the board continue to be “wary” of the costs of grid-modernization proposals necessary to prepare for climate impacts, approving less than ten percent of the requested funding for such projects.\textsuperscript{127} But there is no other choice — the climate crisis cannot be

\textsuperscript{124} This same mismatch between traditional mandate and new social movement exists at the federal level. See generally Jody Freeman, The Uncomfortable Convergence of Energy and Environmental Law, 41 HARV. ENV'T L. REV. 339 (2017). The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, an economic agency with a comparable mission to state PSCs, id. at 347, has similarly resisted abandoning its traditional mandate to experiment with progressive grid design and regulation, id. at 385. Despite the clear connection between energy and the environment, id. at 358–59, the federal agency has refused to regulate with environmental protection as an end goal in itself, with no signs of change in the future, id. at 386.

\textsuperscript{125} See JAMES Q. WILSON, BUREAUCRACY 68 (1989).

\textsuperscript{126} Cf. id.

\textsuperscript{127} Herman K. Trabish, Duke, SCE, Other Grid Modernization Proposals Faced Big Cost Questions, More Regulator Scrutiny in 2021, UTIL. DIVE (Jan. 4, 2022), https://www.utilitydive.com/news/duke-sce-other-grid-mod-proposals-confronted-big-cost-questions-in-2021-a/610977/ [https://perma.cc/ZP9V-5X7D] (“There were 498 grid modernization-related policy and deployment actions in 48 states in Q3 2021, but regulators approved only $804.4 million of the $14.7 billion in proposed utility investments.”). Of the unaccepted funds, “$12.7 billion was held for closer scrutiny, with $1.1 billion rejected.” Id.
solved without the modernization of the country’s energy grids, and as it stands, state PSCs hold the keys.

The unlearning of any agency’s institutional culture is challenging, but not impossible. This country has a history of agency recalcitrance in the face of new social mandates.\textsuperscript{128} But change has happened; agencies have evolved.\textsuperscript{129} Achieving an institutional culture shift requires explicit climate-related directives, workable objectives, and external support from the agencies’ allies in all three branches of government.

(a) Explicit Directives. — Despite the existing beliefs and attitudes of present-day commissioners, clear mandates coupled with effective enforcement and incentives can influence an agency’s internal direction.\textsuperscript{130} There is a growing trend of states updating their state PSCs’ governing laws to clearly require consideration of climate impacts. This is an important step in the right direction. At minimum, it provides a clear legislative intent and gives environmental advocates and PSCs a platform to stand on when promoting investment in renewable energy. But as this Chapter has exposed, explicit directives on their own are insufficient to change century-old habits. Without more, PSCs will continue to err on the side of economics over the environment.

(b) Workable Objectives. — Regardless of an agency’s willingness and authority to act on a particular goal, a new objective for an agency will only survive so long as it is achievable.\textsuperscript{131} To be workable, a goal must have identifiable targets. And critically, the agency must have the resources and expertise necessary to make technical and well-educated decisions about how to attain these targets.

Currently, many state PSCs do not have access to independent environmental or climate-specific expertise. Such a deficit forces PSCs to rely on utility companies and intervenors for information and proposed methods for understanding the impacts of energy decisions on the climate. This was evident in the Hawaiian PSC decision, which simply adopted the utility’s proffered modeling and analysis about GHG


\textsuperscript{129} Id. at 924 (explaining how civil rights legislation overhauled a resistant federal agency’s mission and institutional structure by providing clear authority, injecting civil rights officials into the agency with tangible financial support to carry out their new social mandate). \textit{Cf.} WILSON, supra note 125, at 72–74 (explaining how the governing statute and professional expertise in the Tennessee Valley Authority caused the energy regulator to go from being hailed by liberals as an exemplar of “grass-roots democracy” and the “crown jewel of the New Deal era” to being viewed “as a ruthless and insensitive power company that in its single-minded devotion to generating electricity was de-spoiling the environment and that in its obsession with nuclear power was risking catastrophe,” \textit{id.} at 72).

\textsuperscript{130} \textit{Cf.} WILSON, supra note 125, at 54.

\textsuperscript{131} Id. at 56.
impacts.132 A similar phenomenon is playing out in PSCs’ calls for investigations to achieve states’ net-zero goals — the onus is on the utility to provide the information and the solutions.133

PSCs should take greater advantage of states’ existing environmental resources. For example, every state has its own environmental expert agency, and states could require approval or joint decisionmaking between the two agencies. Reallocation of that expertise from environmental agencies to in-house PSCs could eliminate potential stakeholder and institutional bias. Some states, such as Connecticut, already involve multiple agencies in the process of approving a new power plant, aiming to incorporate a neutral decisionmaker.134

Another option is for states to prioritize renewable energy backgrounds when appointing PSC commissioners. The professional backgrounds of agency leaders and staff influence an institution’s goals.135 Moreover, a single commissioner’s vote has the potential to sway the institutional direction of the agency because only a handful of commissioners comprise PSCs.136 Presently, many state laws provide little to no guidance about the selection process of a state’s PSC commissioner.137 Yet there is precedent for incorporating more substantive qualifications,138 and so a hypothetical law could require at least one PSC commissioner to be selected with regard to their qualifications and experience in climate science and/or renewable energy. Although not
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133 In response to Maryland’s new law mandating consideration of climate change, the Maryland PSC has notified its docket participants of the new statutory factors and requested participants address these factors in their application and testimony before the PSC. See Md. Pub. Serv. Comm’n, Notice of Consideration of New Statutory Factors (Oct. 6, 2021), https://www.psc.state.md.us/wp-content/uploads/Notice-of-Consideration-of-New-Statutory-Factors.pdf [https://perma.cc/39PR-BHSPI].
134 See About Us, CONN. SITING COUNCIL, https://portal.ct.gov/CSC/Common-Elements/Common-Elements/Connecticut-Siting-Council---Description [https://perma.cc/K495-P5SU] (“The Council is responsible for . . . balancing the need for adequate and reliable public utility services at the lowest reasonable cost to consumers with the need to protect the environment and ecology of the state . . . .”).
135 See WILSON, supra note 125, at 63–65 (describing how the professional backgrounds of the people hired shaped the diverging missions of the U.S. Forest Service and the National Park Service).
136 For example, Wisconsin’s PSC voted 2–1 to open a docket to determine how it will achieve a 100% clean energy future, and Montana’s PSC voted 3–2 to deny a motion to consider a forum on climate change. Danielle Kaeding, State Regulators Seek a Roadmap Toward a Clean Energy Future, WIS. PUB. RADIO (Mar. 12, 2021, 6:05 AM), https://www.wpr.org/state-regulators-seek-roadmap-toward-clean-energy-future [https://perma.cc/RYE4-JSRW]; see supra p. 1627 (discussing Montana’s PSC).
137 For example, Georgia law qualifies any disinterested elector thirty years or older to become a commissioner, “without regard to his experience in law or in the utility or transportation business.” GA. CODE ANN. § 46-2-2 (West 2021).
138 For example, all three Rhode Island commissioners must be selected “with regard to their qualifications and experience in law and government, energy matters, economics and finance, engineering and accounting.” 39 R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. § 39-1-4 (West 2021).
sufficient on its own, bringing in climate-related expertise will better enable PSCs to consider the long-term costs of climate change.

(c) Support from External Allies Within the Government. — Finally, to succeed in their new mandates, state PSCs will require the support and encouragement of all three branches of state government. External support is a key factor in the survivability of an agency’s new goals.\textsuperscript{139} The state’s executive and legislature should provide direction through executive orders and statutes, while the state’s judiciary plays backstop, reinforcing the agency’s climate-friendly decisions. Thus, litigation and advocacy will continue to play an important role to hold the agencies accountable to their new climate mandates.

2. The Short-Term Solution: Clean Energy Standards. — A century’s worth of unlearning is possible and necessary, but it is not going to happen overnight. Due to decades of decisionmaking without consideration of climate impacts, changes to electric infrastructure are long overdue. Clean energy standards provide a straightforward, workable, and enforceable short-term solution. These standards require state utilities to distribute or generate a percentage of their energy from renewable sources by a certain date. Although blunt policy tools, clean energy standards serve as a springboard for the modernization of the U.S. electricity grid as well as a shift in state PSC institutional norms.

Increasingly more states are implementing clean energy standards at increasingly higher percentages. Today, twenty states, D.C., and Puerto Rico have 100\% clean electricity targets,\textsuperscript{140} with other states currently considering similar 100\% legislation.\textsuperscript{141} These state clean energy standards range in type and target. The goal years range from 2030 through 2070, and the metrics vary between renewable energy and carbon free (which could include fossil fuels in combination with carbon sequestration).\textsuperscript{142} The standards can be mandatory or purely aspirational, with most being authorized either through legislation or executive order.\textsuperscript{143} Arizona presented a unique situation, where its own PSC initiated a rulemaking to impose a 100\% carbon-free standard by 2070.\textsuperscript{144} After years of negotiation and work on the rule, the Arizona Corporation
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Commission ultimately voted against its final rule 3–2 along partisan lines, leaving the state without a 100% clean energy standard.145

One of the greatest criticisms of state legislatures implementing clean energy standards is that they are blunt policy tools that fail to incorporate agency expertise and provide little flexibility to adapt to changing technologies and future circumstances.146 After all, it is not the most cost-effective carbon-reduction policy.147

Although imperfect, a clean energy standard appears to be a politically palatable,148 effective,149 and impactful start. This past year, in direct response to the Governor’s Executive Order, the Wisconsin PSC initiated a docket to investigate how it will achieve 100% renewable energy.150 This is, of course, the same PSC that rejected authority to consider GHG emissions in its order in 2020,151 and voluntarily cut any mention of climate change from its PSC website in 2017.152 As a result of these renewable energy mandates, state PSCs and the utility companies they regulate across the country have been forced to put forward resource plans that prove to state legislators how they will achieve net-zero carbon energy by a set date, regardless of any traditional economic balancing.153
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153 See, e.g., Nevada Power Company Integrated Resource Plan Vol. 4, No. 21-06 (Nev. P.U.C. June 1, 2021) (citing Nevada’s recent legislation increasing the state’s net-zero carbon goal to 100% by 2050 and providing a plan as to how the company will meet the state’s green energy policies); S.B. 2408, 102d Gen. Assemb. 249, 710–12 (Ill. 2021) (requiring large utility companies to submit a multiyear integrated grid plan to ensure coordination with the state’s environmental and climate goals, including its goal of 100% clean energy by 2050).
Moreover, clean energy standards check all the boxes for kickstarting a shift in agency culture. The standards provide explicit directives, laying out a numerical target by a specific date. The standards also are feasible with the given tools — PSC commissioners do not require climate expertise or additional resources to simply make 100% renewable energy decisions. And finally, the standards are supported by other branches of government, namely, the ones enacting the standards.

In a sense, clean energy standards are legislative overrides on PSCs’ vetoes over the future of the energy grid. Although this could be cause for concern, tipping points in environmental regulatory history have produced equally blunt and idealistic mandates but resulted in periods of incredible technological innovation. Progress to date proves that renewable energy innovations are around the corner and within grasp. As the climate continues to warm and PSCs continue to ignore the problem, today is one of those tipping points.

Conclusion

The climate is changing and so must our energy regulators. For decades, state PSCs have made decisions about our electricity grid without consideration of the climate impacts. Today, we are suffering the consequences, yet state PSCs continue to deny regulatory responsibility for solving the problem they helped exacerbate. In the long run, policy reform must aim to shift state PSCs’ institutional cultures through explicit climate-related directives and workable objectives, with encouragement from all three branches of government. But in the short term, state legislatures and governors should institute clean energy standards to redirect the trajectory of century-old agencies towards modern-day climate goals.